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Two funding proposals were tendered at the 12/08/2022 BHC Meeting and a subsequent survey 

sent to those on the BHC’s MOU. (Meeting slides/notes/video.)   

▪ Education and Engagement – Anya Callahan, $25k 

▪ EJFR CARES Program – Chief Brett Black and Gabbie Caudill, Believe in Recovery, $46k 

https://forms.gle/rGB9GFutH1TU6ART8
https://www.behealthyjefferson.com/_files/ugd/2fdcdd_4bf82b0896de40239ebf440985eef63a.pdf
https://www.behealthyjefferson.com/_files/ugd/2fdcdd_3c050329571c44c4ac4ea428faf18378.pdf
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SURVEY RESULTS 

The survey received 9 responses, yielded the following insights and questions that will be 

discussed at the Thursday, 01/08 @3pm BHC Meeting.  Survey response rate was ~81% of our 

MOU Members. 

RE: $25k for Harm Reduction Education and Engagement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUESTED REGARDING THE HARM REDUCTION $25K FUNDING REQUEST: 

▪ What is this for, what is it being used to purchase, what are the competing needs? 

▪ I only heard general ideas about what they want to do. I didn't see or hear about a budget to 

get all those things done. Still not sure how the money would be spent or what data will be 

used to determine if the $25,000 actually reduces harm.  

RE: $46k for EJFR CARES program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL INFO REQUESTED RE: THE EJFR CARES PROGRAM $46K FUNDING REQUEST: 

▪ Why does this request require the hiring of an additional firefighter/EMT?  

▪ Would that firefighter/EMT be required to work 40 hours per week solely with the CARES 

navigator?  

▪ Who will provide professional oversight for the CARES navigator and how will that be 

determined?  
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ADDITIONAL INFO REQUESTED RE: THE EJFR CARES PROGRAM $46K FUNDING REQUEST – CONT’D 

▪ CARES will be providing case management.  Is BiR certified by the Dept. of Health to provide 

mental health counseling or case management?   

▪ What certification does the BiR responder carry?   

▪ Is there a certified and WA state Approved Supervisor Licensed Mental Health Counselor for 

the EJFR CARES program? 

▪ How will this fit in with the navigator-type services already in place? Shouldn't we all be 

working together to make this happen and incorporate it into what we are already doing in 

order to get the most bang for the buck with the limited financial resources we have?  

▪ Where does Discovery Behavioral Healthcare fit in?  

▪ With so much money already secured for this project is the $46K from the BHC grant a 

reasonable request?  

▪ It appears there are internal questions EJFR needs to answer, and that there are external 

questions related to how the CARES program will interface with key community 

stakeholders/service providers. 

▪ Would like more info on policies that drive the CARES program and maintain safety for staff 

and clients. Also would like detail on communication strategies deployed to keep partners and 

others similarly responding to behavioral health calls abreast of actions to avoid duplication. 

These questions were submitted to the padlet during our 12/8 meeting, but we didn’t have time 

to address:  

▪ Why are all contract(s) for MHP, suboxone, etc all going outside of our system already in 

place? 

▪ But what would that firefighter actually do regarding CARES?  

▪ What was process to design & vet program w/ the EMTs who do the work in the streets? 

▪ City of Tacoma program is the lead innovator in CARES program, have you met with them? 

▪ Will MHP be trained in EJFR policy & safety if they are the partner to the firefighter EMT? 

▪ Poulsbo Cares uses their Medical Supervising Officer as the partner/lead, why is EJFR using 

Battalion Chiefs (potentially 6 different humans, rotating daily)?  

▪ How does this program focus on needs of community rather than just a feather in cap of EJFR?  

▪ What was the process for selecting BiR as a partner/vendor? Was there a process to look at 

equity or diversity? 


